Recently A. Knapp [3] announced that every unitary principal series representation of a semisimple lie group decomposes simply; that is, no two distinct irreducible components of a given unitary principal series representation are equivalent. In proving this result Knapp analyzed in detail the structure of the spaces of intertwining operators for principal series representations. His analysis used a detailed description, due to Harish-Chandra, of the Fourier transform on semisimple Lie groups. In this note we want to prove the analogue of Knapp's result for SL n over a p-adic field. Our proof will be conceptually quite different from Knapp's. Although the case we consider is admittedly quite special, there is hope that this approach to the problem will generalize.
Let F be a nonarchimedean local field and let G = GL n (F). We will give two proofs for this theorem. The first connects better with the existing literature and appears to be more generally applicable. The second relates to the germ expansion for the character of n Xl ; perhaps this proof gives a clearer picture of why the decomposition is simple.
PROOF (1) . The group B acts on the linear characters of the unipotent group U and there is a unique open orbit (J for this action. Fix an element r\ G U. Let V x C H x denote the space of locally constant functions in H x , i.e. the space of admissible vectors. Then V x is a dense G-submodule of H xIt is known that there is, up to a constant, a unique nonzero linear form <3> on V x such that ^(n x (u)h) = r\(u)$(h) for every h E V x and u G U [4] . We call $ the Whittaker 77-form on V x .
The representation 7r Xl = 7T X |G 1 decomposes into finitely many irreducible unitary subrepresentations and this decomposition respects V x , i.e. V % = V t © . . . 0 V r , where each V i (i = 1, . . . , r) is an irreducible admissible unitary G x -module. Let ot t : V x -» V t be the projection of V x on V t corresponding to this decomposition. Since C/CG^we see that the adjoint otf of a t maps $ to a Whittaker 77-form otf ($) on V v It follows that af (<ï>) i= 0 for only one index z 0 , 1 < i 0 < r. Therefore, for ƒ =£ / 0 , K y -is not G tequivalent to V iQ \ i.e. up to equivalence the G x -module V iQ occurs only once in V % . On the other hand, since G acts irreducibly on V % [2] , the diagonal group D permutes the G x -modules V t transitively. Thus, each V t has some Whittaker form defined on it and, by the same argument as before, each V i occurs, up to equivalence, only once in the G t -module V . Thus, n Xl decomposes simply.
PROOF (2) . For the second proof we will assume that n is not divisible by the characteristic of of [1] apply to all characters; thus, in a neighborhood of 1 G G x • F x , each % i has an expansion of the form % t = X-a i} 0p where the 0t are certain distributions attached to the unipotent conjugacy classes in G x (indexed by the letter f) and the a tJ -are complex constants. Summing, we have £ = 2/Z^y) 0y. It follows from [5] that, for unipotent conjugacy classes of maximum dimension (i.e. "regular" classes), the corresponding constants a (Jmust be either 0 or 1. Moreover, the existence of the Whittaker form shows that, for at least one % t and for some regular class, the coefficient is 1. Conjugating by D, we again see, since G acts irreducibly on V , that, for every £,., there is a regular class for which the coefficient is 1. Since the sum of these coefficients over i is, for any fixed regular unipotent class, at most 1, it follows that the sets of regular unipotent classes associated in this way to different ^'s must be disjoint. Again it follows that the V^s are nonisomorphic G x -modules, i.e. their characters are all different.
